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vehicle’s ECU. The generalized automotive vehicle is
shown in the Figure 1.
Abstract: The emerging technologies like automated-driving,
Vehicle-2-X, firmware updates over-the-air and vehicles as partof the internet-of-things, raise the complete new developments in
the software platform for the design of next-generation
Electronic Control Units (ECUs) and also the all-time increase
of user- demands and expectations require a standardized
software platforms to follow the trending developments. The
previous implementations and development using Classic
AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture (AUTOSAR) can’t
solve the problem because of less computing performance and
use of signal-oriented communication. The AUTOSAR group
starts the design of an AUTOSAR Adaptive Platform as a global
solution which will incline towards the future software
platform developments. This platform aims at dynamicdeployment of user applications to provide a friendly
environment for apps. that require high computation, nonAUTOSAR systems in a seamless manner, and to preserve
typical characteristics of a deep embedded automotive systems
at different safety levels, controllability and real-time actions.
Also, the upcoming challenges can be tackled by the
introduction of Service-Oriented Communication (SOC)
protocols into the vehicle’s communication system like ScalableService-Oriented-Middle-ware over-IP (SOME/IP). Inthis paper,
this task is first developed with the use of virtual machines and
later it is deployed on the target hardware. The software
components are configured and set up appropriately. Simulation
and results are tested using a test application.

Keywords: Vehicle-2-X, ECU, AUTOSAR, Service-Oriented
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern auto-mobiles with driver assistance features
necessitate Intra/Inter Electronic Control Unit (ECU)
Communication, [1] Vehicle to External (V2X)
communication interface, and also the end users want a
comfortable, seamless experience, which is a challenge and
basic requirements for the standardized S/W platform.
These demands have become an important foundation to
AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture (AUTOSAR).
AUOSAR is a standardized basic core functions for
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Figure 1 General Automotive Vehicle [9]
Ethernet is the first protocol which is defined [2] with
Scalable Service-Oriented Middle-ware over IP
(SOME/IP). The Classic AUTOSAR Platform alone
can’t do this task, the hybrid combination of classic and
adaptive platform architecture is required. The shift from
signal to Service- Oriented Architecture (SOA) [5] is to
be adopted. The limiting factor in the adaptive
AUTOSAR is that there is no Graphical User-Interface
(GUI) which is required for the In Vehicle-Infotainment
(IVI) systems design. The Automotive- Grade-Linux
(AGL) [6] supports such user-interface. AU- TOSAR
introduces a standard which is based on the PortableOperating System Interface (POSIX) operating system
(OS) called “AUTOSAR Adaptive-Platform”. The main
advantage of this platform is to make ECU applications
independently. So that the autonomous-driving and IVI can
run under single frame-work [7] at different safety-levels.
The Linux OS is based on POSIX, so we can use the
Linux platform as the back-bone for Adaptive
AUTOSAR. Section II describes the concepts of ECU,
AUTOSAR and SOME/IP. Section III describes the
proposed methodology of the work. Section IV discusses
the implementation and results on how the effective
communication is established between two nodes and
Section V summarizes the work.
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3. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF ADAPTIVE AUTOSAR AND
SOME/IP
In this paper, the intra and inter process communication
between the ECUs has been proposed. It is based on the
Adaptive AUTOSAR architecture, in that the
communication management module need to be studied
and the SOME/IP protocol services and its messaging
format are to be known.
3.1

Electronics Control Unit (ECU)

Figure 2 ECUs in Vehicle
The Electrical/Electronic (E/E) components are increasing
every year, due to the various requirements and add-ons
in the vehicles. The Figure 2 shows the several ECUs
present in the car and their interfacing links. In each ECU
many components will be present like microprocessor,
memory, ports, interfaces, clock, voltage regulators etc. In
vehicle E/E systems, the embedded software in ECUs
provide control functions in terms of numbers, while the3.3
electrical componentswork with current and voltages. After
the software components are allocated to ECUs the Run
Time Environment (RTE) is generated for each ECU as
shown in the Figure 3. The RTE realizes the
communication
relationships
between
softwarecomponents (SWC), then b/w the software components
and the basic software which have been modelled on the
Virtual Functional Bus (VFB) level.

necessary automotive supporting extensions. The main
functions of AUTOSAR Adaptive [8] is the
communication layer ara:com. This will enable the
communication with each of the AUTOSAR Adaptive
applications and also with the software components
(SWC) in the automotive vehicles. The Diagnostics block
as well as security and safety blocks support the
functional features in the architecture. This re- assembles
like AUTOSAR Classic basic software.
Also, there are many architectural differences and
different technologies. For an example, the [8] ara:com
API is a service oriented middle ware. This will allow the
communication paths which is established at the runtime.
This dynamic mechanism is a pre-requisite for the
application and basic software that are processed during
the vehicle runtime. A communication matrix has been
adapted to send a new content to the node or ECU. The
applications in the Adaptive platform uses the AUTOSAR
Run-time for Adaptive-Applications (ARA). This will
make use of different APIs for this purpose in each block.
This is the standardized interface for the effective
integration of various applications into the inter-systems.
ARA will offer various mechanisms and functionalities for
ECU intra and inter network communication and also
access to many basic service managements such as
diagnostics, H/W interfaces, power and networkmanagement.
2.3 SOME/IP
The name [2] Scalable Service oriented Middleware
over IP says that it is basically a middle-ware, which
enables the service-oriented communication. More
specifically, the SOME/IP provides the wide range of
middle-ware characteristics like [3] serialization of data,
signal-to-service mapping, Remote Procedure Call
(RPC) which enables the ECU S/W to establish a
communication between them. [12] Also the SOME/IP
can be implemented on all OS such as Genivi, Linux. and
also, with non-OS embedded systems in the market.
Recently, it has been emerged as the middle-ware,
which is best choice for the AUTOSAR Adaptive
development. There are some salient features of SOME/IP
like Serialization,

Figure 3 Intra and Inter-Node Communication
3.2 AUTOSAR Adaptive Platform
AUTOSAR Adaptive is used on the specific target
hardware which meets the requirement specifications for
modularity and over-the-air update compatibility.
AUTOSAR Adaptive becomes standard for high-speed
computer platforms in cars. The middle-ware of
AUTOSAR Adaptive uses a POSIX- compliant operating
systems such as Linux like OS, QNX and completes all
Volume 11, Issue 4, July - August 2022

Figure 4 Event
Service
Discovery,
Remote
Procedure
Call,
Publish/Subscribe etc.
In the service-oriented
architecture, it is designed as the services (events,
methods and fields) are to be unique and discoverable.
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The SOME/IP-SD [10] protocol will manage this to
provide a service or to stop the service which is already
available. Service-Discovery (SD) module has an
interface with the Socket Adaptor and Application. The
ServiceDiscovery
module
stores
the
ServiceModeRequest provided by the Application
Modules. At Start-up all the services need to be
registered in SD module (Offer). Other ECUs send
(Find) message to find the services available. Also, the
ECU can stop offering a particular service (Stop Offer).
SOME/IP Services are Events, Methods and Fields. In
this paper the Event based communication is established.
The Event is a function which is sent from server node
to client node or vice-versa which is sent often when
there is a change in the attribute values occur in them. It
is shown in the Figure 4. The serve node keep-on
listening and observes any change andif anything is there,
then contacts to those client nodes only which are
previously-subscribed to that particular event. Also, the
notification of an event is sent from server to the client
nodes every-time an event occurs. In the following
section the proposed design methodology is discussed.

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The design is performed according to the AUTOSAR
standard specifications in the adaptive platform
documentation and the SOME/IP protocol standard. This
method consists of Server ECU/node, Client ECU/node
and Service Repository. First the Server ECU will offer the
available services through OfferService method and it is
stored in the repository. All the available services are
stored in the Service Repository. Then, if any Client
ECU/node needs that service will find in the repository
through FindService method and if that service is
available, it will subscribe to that event. The offering
services are stopped in the server side by using
StopService method. First, when the shell script is
executed, the event is sent and attached to the SOME/IP
message header, the ara::com API connects the SOME/IP
gateway through the SD method. This inter-process
communication is shown in the Figure 5. Then, the
communication is established to the target node/machine
through the ether-net adapter. In the other side same
service discovery method is executed and subscribing to
that event is done. This is the proposed process flow
between the server and the client. The same has been
deployed on the NXP target board and tested.
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Figure 5 Inter Process Communication
To achieve an objective or solve a problem by a user,
software requirement condition is needed. Software
requirement should be satisfied by the system so that
the given goal is achieved. Many simulation tools and
clients are the software, developed for the ease of testing
and have less human intervention for the repetitive jobs.
For this work the tools used are Oracle VM VirtualBox,
WinSCP, PuTTY, QNX OperatingSystem. The hardware
used here is the NXP S32G as the targethardware for the

deployment purpose. In the next section the
implementation, simulation of the event-based
communication
between two virtual machines are
discussed.

4. IMPLEMENTATION & RESULTS
The simulations between the Virtual Machines (VMs)
are first done by following the below steps, later the
same configuration settings with some appropriate
changes are done forthe deployment on target board.
 Creation of two new instances in Virtual Machine
with vdi disc images.
 Each instance with same memory size, ports,
network is created, assigning of unique IP
address and port number for each machine. It is
shown in the Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively.
Figure 6 Configured VM1
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Subscribing to the specific event and reception of
data samples are shown in the Figure 11 and Figure
12 respectively. Thus, test application’s data transfer
was succeeded fromserver VM to client VM.

Figure 7 Configured VM2









All these configuration settings are to be done in both
theVMs and start the machines.
In preferences, create a new Network Address
Translation (NAT) network named “QNX” and in that,
port forwarding is to be done.
In port forwarding stage, tabulate all the Host, Guest
IP addresses, port numbers and the corresponding
protocol standard used. It is shown in Figure 8
After port forwarding, necessary execution
permissions are given and the script is executed. It
can be seen in Figure 9
The Finite State (FS1) acts as server and FS2 acts as
client, so the event or available services are sent to
FS2 through particular instance id or event id as
shown in the Figure 10

Figure 10 Sending the events

Figure 11 Subscribing to events

Figure 8 Port Forwarding

Figure 12 Samples Received Successfully





All the above configurations are same for target NXP
hardware simulation except in VM2, the adapter
settings are changed to bridge Ethernet adapter and
some other related settings are to be done.
This Figure 13 and Figure 14 shows the payload test
data transfer from Server VM to Client H/W. Thus,
the SOC is implemented successfully using the
AUTOSAR.

Figure 9 Starting the client-server
Volume 11, Issue 4, July - August 2022
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Figure 13 Sent from VM

Figure 14 Received in H/W

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the new adaptive platform
methodology is implemented to establish the
communication between two
ECUs and the service-oriented communication is
implemented using SOME/IP and the automotive Ethernet
standard. AU- TOSAR platform is capable of integration
of Service-Oriented- Architecture to the automotive
field which won’t disturb the current system, using the
SOME/IP. This will build the intra/inter process
communication between the ECUs in auto- motive
vehicles especially cars.
The emerging trends and functionalities set the new
requirements to the future Electrical/Electronic systems.
Using the updates in the features of AUTOSAR
Adaptive Platform,the new challenges have to be adopted
and this will provide a common standardized platform for
the users. SOME/IP is a prominent protocol which gives
the new path or idea towards the automotive system.
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